MORTON DOORS BY RAYNOR

Morton Doors by Raynor
THE OFFICIAL GARAGE DOOR OF MORTON BUILDINGS
Raynor prides itself on setting the industry
standard of quality, engineering products
to exceed customer expectations. Morton
Doors by Raynor are no exception. With
Raynor, quality and care extend beyond
the sale, standing behind our
product, with leading warranties
and outstanding customer
service support. Raynor is the
no hassle options for dealers and
peace of mind for end consumers.
Choose superior, choose the official
garage door of Morton Buildings,
Raynor Garage Doors!

The Morton Doors by Raynor Advantage
EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY
Morton Doors by Raynor feature an exclusive, industry leading
garage door warranty, extending above and beyond any standard
warranty, to deliver customers peace of mind with every purchase!
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break-in & operator)

EXCLUSIVE PAINT
SYSTEM
Raynor Garage Doors is the only
manufacturer to match Morton
colors with a FLUOROFLEX®
paint system. From business to
personal use, your customers
will have the best-looking
Morton Building in town with
Morton Doors by Raynor.

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
Raynor Garage Doors is the only
manufacturer built into the
Morton Customer Select system
to ensure Morton Doors by
Raynor are readily available for
any project.

Why Choose Morton Doors by Raynor

RAYNOR RESIDENTIAL EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY
NEUFOAM™

TRUBALANCE™

Filling 100% of the door’s interior, Raynor’s NeuFoam
delivers the industry’s most energy efficient garage
door, maximum structural integrity, exceptional
R-Values and ultimate protection from the elements.

Raynor's TruBalance patented drum system balances
the weight of the door, making it 87% easier to
operate manually. This superior system provides
additional safety, increased longevity of the door and
operator, reduces wear to the operator and minimizes
damage to manually operated doors.

WEATHERLOCK™
Raynor’s proprietary WeatherLock section joint design
has a continuous thermal break and air seal between
steel garage door sections, providing exceptional
strength while effectively locking out both air and
water infiltration into the garage’s interior and
promoting energy efficiency.
SECURELOC™

RAYNOR HARDWARE
Raynor's garage door hardware is engineered and
manufactured as a complete system, including hinges,
springs, track, and u-bars. Offering Raynor exclusive
components as a system ensures customers receive
the Raynor standard of quality and industry leading
warranty from start to finish.

This automatic locking device provides increased
security and peace of mind that the door is locked
by virtually eliminating the possibility of someone
forcibly lifting the door to gain entry. Raynor will
replace the door and opener if entry is gained,
providing the industry’s ONLY warranty to the owner.
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